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Abstract: In this paper, we propose a graph structure which captures important data streams. This graph can be easily
maintained and mined for frequent item sets as well as various other patterns like constrained item sets. This graph captures
the contents of transaction in a window and arranges nodes according to some canonical order that is unaffected by changes
in item frequency. This graph structure is designed for exact stream mining of regular frequent item sets.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A data stream is an ordered sequence of items that arrives in
timely order. Different from data in traditional static
databases, data streams are continuous, unbounded, usually
come with high speed and have a data distribution that often
changes with time [1]. One example application of data
stream association rule mining is to estimate missing data in
sensor networks [2]. Mining from data the following two
properties of streams is more challenging due to data streams,
ie., the data streams are continuous and unbounded and data
in the streams are not necessarily uniformly distributed; their
distributions are usually changing with time. In recent years,
several stream mining algorithms have been proposed, and
they can be broadly categorized into two classes, ie., exact
and appropriate algorithms. Exact algorithms [3] find truly
frequent item sets and appropriate algorithms [4] find
frequent item sets by using appropriate procedures, ie., these
algorithms may find some infrequent item sets or may miss
some frequent item sets. We propose a graph structure, which
is designed for exact stream mining of regular frequent item
sets. The graph captures the contents of relevant transactions
in the streams. When the streams flow through, a fixed size
user window containing the interesting portion of the streams,
ie., the recent data is properly updated.

Traditional association rule mining algorithms are
developed to work on static data and, thus, can not be applied
directly to mine association rule in stream data [8, 9, and
15]. The first recognized frequent item sets mining algorithm
for traditional databases is Apriori [5]. After that, many other
algorithms based on the ideas of Apriori were developed
for performance improvement [6]. Apriori-based algorithms
require multiple scans of the original database, which leads

to high CPU and I/O costs. Therefore, they are not suitable
for a data stream environment, in which data can be scanned
only once. Another category of association rule mining
algorithms for traditional databases proposed by Han and
Pei [7] are those using a frequent pattern tree (FP-tree) data
structure and an FP-growth algorithm which allows mining
of frequent item sets without generating candidate item sets.
Compared with Apriori-based algorithms, it achieves higher
performance by avoiding iterative candidate generations.
However, it still can not be used to mine association rule in
data streams [10, 13] since the construction of FP-tree
requires two scans of data. The rest of the paper is organized
as follows. Section 2 introduces our graph structure for
stream mining. Section 3 shows experimental results. Finally,
conclusions are presented in section 4.

2. GRAPH STRUCTURE FOR DATA STREAM

The graph structure is designed for exact stream mining
[11, 14]. The construction of the graph structure only requires
on scan of the streaming data. The graph structure captures
the contents of transactions in each batch of streaming data.

We arrange transaction items according to some
canonical order, which can be specified by the user prior to
the graph construction or the mining process. For example,
items can be consistently arranged in lexicographic order or
alphabetical order. Alternatively, items can be arranged
according to some specific order depending on the item
properties-such as their price values or their validity to some
constraints, which can also be determined prior to the graph
construction or the mining process. We keep a list of
frequency counts at each node.

Whenever a new batch of transactions flows in, we
append to this list at each node its frequency count in the
current batch. In other words, the last entry of the list at
node X shows the frequency count of X in the current batch.
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When the next batch of transactions comes in, the list is
shifted forward. The last entry shifts and becomes the second
–last entry; this leaves room for the newest batch. At the
same time, the frequency count corresponding to the oldest
batch in the window [12] is removed. This has the same effect
as deleting from the window the transactions in the oldest
batch.

We use a pointer to indicate the last update at each node.
If the pointer points to the previous entry in the list of
frequency counts at a node X, then this indicates that X has
just been visited at the update of the last batch. On the other
hand, if the pointer points to a much earlier entry in the list
at a node Y, then this indicates that Y has not been visited
since then and that the frequent counts of Y for the entries
in–between should be 0s.

Since the graph structure is constructed independent of
minsup, every transaction in the current window is captured.
Once such a tree is constructed, we can mine frequent
itemsets from it in a fashion similar to FP–growth [16] (using
minsup). Since items are consistently arranged according to
some canonical order, one can guarantee the inclusion of all
frequent items using just upward traversals. There is also
no worry about possible omission or doubly–counting of
items during the mining process. Consequently, we find all
and only those truly frequent itemsets because we use minsup
for mining and because every transaction in the current
window is captured in the graph structure.

To summarize, transaction items are arranged according
to some canonical order in our graph structure so that the
ordering is unaffected by the changes in frequency caused
by the continuous nature of streams. When the window slides,
transactions in the oldest batch can be easily “detected” by
shifting the list of frequency counts. The effective use of
pointer at each node helps us avoid performing the expensive
tree traversal of all nodes. Moreover, mining is “delayed”
until it is needed. Since our graph structure is always kept
up-to-date, frequent itemsets in current streams can be found
effectively. By using such a “delay evaluation” scheme, we
avoid lots of unnecessary computation. As streams are
continuously flowing rapidly, computation spent on older
batches of transactions may have been wasted if these batches
get removed from the current window before the user mines
for frequent itemsets. Consider the following stream of
transactions:

Batch Transactions Contents

First  t
1
 t

2
 t

3
{a,b,c}{a} {a,c}

Second  t
4
 t

5
 t

6
{a,c,d}{b,d}{a,b,d}

Third  t
7
 t

8
 t

9
{b,d}{a,b,c,d}{a,c}

Let minsup be 3 and let the window size w be 2 batches
(indicating that only two batches of transactions are kept)
Then, when the first two batches of transactions in the
streams flows in, we insert the transactions into our graph

structure and keep frequency counts in a list of w entries at
each node. Each entry in the list corresponds to a batch. For
example, the node a: 3: 2 in figure 1 indicates that the
frequency of a is 3 in the first batch and is 2 in the second
batch.

Figure 1: At time T (the Graph Structure Capturing 1st and 2nd
Batches)

Figure 2: At time T� (the graph structure capturing 2nd and 3rd
batches)

Afterwards (at time T�), when the third batch of
streaming data flows in, we insert the transactions in our
graph structure. The list of frequency counts shifts, the
frequent counts for the oldest (i.e., the first) batch are
removed–leaving room for the frequency counts for the
second and the third (i.e., the two newest) batches of
transactions. For example, if we call the mining process at
time T�, we get frequent itemsets {a}:4, {a, c}:3, {a, d}: 3,
{b, d}:4, {c}: 3 and {d}: 5.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In the experiments, we mainly evaluated the accuracy and
efficiency of our graph structure. In the first experiment, we
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measured the accuracy of graph structure. As the graph
structure captured the most recent batches of transactions in
the streams, we compared the frequent item sets returned by
mining directly form these transactions with those returned
by mining from our graph structure. The experimental results
show that mining from our graph structure led to 100%
accuracy. In other words, mining from the graph structure
returned all and only those truly frequent item sets. All the
returned item sets were frequent, and all frequent item sets
were returned. This shows that our graph structure, which is
designed for an exact stream mining. The graph structure
captures the contents of transactions in the streams.

In the second experiment, we measured the efficiency
of our graph structure. We compared the runtime of mining
from our graph structure with that of using the DSTree. The
x-axis shows the number of batches in the current window.
The y-axis shows the run time. Figure 3 shows the run time.
When the number of batches increased, the run time of
mining from our graph structure slightly increased. But it is
better than DSTree.

Figure 3: Number of Batches
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The result of third experiment show that, our graph
structure required less space than the DSTree.

4. CONCLUSIONS

This graph structure captures the contents of transactions in
a window, and arranges tree nodes according to some
canonical order that is unaffected by changes in item
frequency. Mining from this graph structure returned all and
only those truly frequent item sets. All the returned item sets
were frequent, and all frequent item sets were returned. So
this graph structure is suitable for exact stream mining of
regular frequent item sets.
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